
ALPHERA
Top Up Cover. 
Protection from the unexpected. 



ALPHERA Top Up Cover.

ALPHERA Top Up Cover is engineered to protect you from finance house settlement 
shortfalls to ensure that nothing interrupts the journey. This means that if your 
car is stolen or written off, we’ll settle the difference between your comprehensive 
insurance payout (deemed to be never less than the market value of the vehicle) and 
the amount owing on your finance agreement. Less excess payable, arrears,
refundable premiums or capital additions.

The maximum shortfall covered is up to R300 000, should there be a shortfall claim 
paid, this policy will contribute a maximum of R6 000 towards your excess or the 
actual excess payable, whichever is the lesser. As a supplementary benefit, this 
product will provide you with additional cover in the event that you unintentionally 
violate the conditions of the underlying comprehensive policy. To claim this you will 
need to submit an Ombudsman request against the underlying insurer first.

ALPHERA Basic Top Up Cover.

This is a simplified version of the Top Up product. Basic Top Up covers a client’s 
shortfall up to a maximum benefit of R300 000 in the event of a total loss. As with 
our standard Top Up Cover, our claim assist benefit is included to assist clients in 
ensuring they receive the correct payout from their comprehensive insurer at claim 
stage. Some general exclusions are arrears, excesses, refundable premiums or capital 
additions. This product does not include supplementary cover.

ALPHERA Deposit Protector.

Protect your initial investment. The ALPHERA Deposit Protector will cover your deposit 
for 3 (Three) years up to a maximum of R100 000 or the actual deposit, whichever is 
the lesser amount.

Please note that this is not the policy wording. Please read the policy wording for the full 
benefits, comprehensive terms and conditions of this cover.
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